Q1. Circle the things found in a school:

- [ ] Book
- [ ] Teddy Bear
- [ ] Eraser
- [ ] Computer
- [ ] Kite

Q2. Use the clues to name the places found in a school:

a) We study in this room. ______________

b) Our teachers rest or do their work here. ______________

c) Different kinds of books are borrowed and read here. ______________

d) The place where we can buy or eat our food. ______________

Q3. Write the names of people who take care of our school: (Learn orally)

a) Principal: ________________________________

b) Headmistress: ________________________________

c) Class teacher: ________________________________

d) Hindi teacher: ________________________________

Q4. Tick the correct ways to behave at school and cross the wrong ones:

a) We should scribble on the walls. ____

b) We must always throw waste in a dustbin. ____

c) We must obey and respect our teachers. ____

d) We can talk loudly and shout in the classroom. ____

Please file the worksheet.